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Terms and Conditions

TERMS: Terms of the sale are cash. Each animal will be sold to the highest bidder. The auctioneer will settle any disputes as to bids.

PURCHASE: Each animal will be at the purchaser's risk as soon as sold and can be moved after settlement has been made.

HEALTH: All cattle will have health certificates that will enable them to be shipped to any state.

CONSIGNOR'S RESPONSIBILITY: The seller is the responsible party for all representations made about his cattle. The management, auctioneer and sales staff of the sale assume no liability, legal or otherwise, but will endeavor to protect the interest of both the buyer and the seller.

CHANGES: Changes in these conditions will be binding only when reduced to writing and signed by the seller, buyer or clerk of the sale. Verbal agreements result in misunderstanding and the above rule is made to avoid such. Any changes in breeding dates will be announced sale day. Announcements from the sale box take precedence over anything printed in this catalog.

PAPERS: The certificates will be transferred to the buyer at the seller's expense. All calves born after the sale are to be registered by the purchaser. No AI certificates are furnished.

NOTE: As the sale manager, Kentucky Hereford Association is only an agent for the seller and has no responsibilities other than those involved in conducting the sale. All persons who attend the sale do so at their own risk. Neither the owners of the consigned cattle nor the Kentucky Hereford Association assume liability, legal or otherwise, for any accidents which may occur.
Lot 1 — MSU Keepsake 8Y

**MSU KEEPSAKE 8Y**

**Cow**
- **P43203497** — Calved: Jan. 28, 2011 — Tattoo: BE 8Y
- **FELTONS DOMINO 77A**
- **FELTONS LEGEND 26Z**
- **MSU TCF REVOLUTION 4R**
- **MSU TCF RACHAEL ET 54N**
- **BR MOLER ET**
- **MSU KEEPSAKE 21W ET**
- **MSU KEEPSAKE 32N**
- **MSU KEEPSAKE 81K**

**Sire of Lot 1A, service sire for Lot 2**
- **HH ADVANCE 3196N** {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,IEC}
- **HH ADVANCE 932J** 1ET {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,IEF}
- **GO 3196 ADVANCE S109** {CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF}
- **HH MISS ADVANCE 9082J** {DOD}
- **42698172 GO MS L18 EXCEL N89** {DLF,IEF}
- **GO EXCEL L18 {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF}
- **GO MS 309C ADVANCE 0036**
- **HF 4L BEYOND 36N** {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF}
- **FCC 60G MADDUX 4L**
- **STAR MKS BYOND BELIEF 32X ET** {DLF,IEF}
- **STAR MKS ONICA 18S ET** {DLF,IEF}

**CE -1.9 (.17); BW 5.6 (.38); WW 51 (.33); YW 85 (.34); MM 15 (.23); M&G 40; MCE 3.0 (.19); MCW 94 (.27); SC 0.6 (.19); FAT -0.016 (.25); REA 0.62 (.25); MARB 0.02 (.23); BMIS 19; CEZS 18; BII$ 15; CHBS 27**

- We are pulling deep and bringing some of our best with 8Y at the forefront. A favorite of many fellow Kentucky Hereford breeders who have visited and gone through the fall herd and one of my personal favorites as well, 8Y was destined to never leave Elm Tree. However, exceptions are made when a cow like 8Y out produces herself with a daughter in production, sired by Cheyenne, who rivals her in quality. Purchased out of the MSU dispersal sale as a bred heifer, 8Y never disappointed. An easy fleshing, gorgeous uddered, great milking cow who consistently bred back. She is the epitome of what we look for in a polled cow, Dark, deep and broody while placing it in a pretty fronted, moderate package. We are very excited to see what the September Boyd Legacy heifer calf at her side will develop into.
- **Lot 1A**: Heifer calf, calved Sept. 9, 2015, by Boyd Legacy 3001. BW 58 lb., P43627777.
- **Consigned by Elm Tree Farms, Paris, Ky.**

Lot 2 — STAR MKS Best Bet Yet 155Z

**STAR MKS BEST BET YET 155Z**

**Cow**
- **HH ADVANCE 3196N** {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,IEF}
- **GO 3196 ADVANCE S109** {DLF,IEF}
- **42698172 GO MS L18 EXCEL N89** {DLF,IEF}
- **HH ADVANCE 932J** 1ET {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,IEF}
- **HH MISS ADVANCE 9082J** {DOD}
- **GO EXCEL L18 {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF}
- **GO MS 309C ADVANCE 0036**
- **HF 4L BEYOND 36N** {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF}
- **FCC 60G MADDUX 4L**
- **STAR MKS BYOND BELIEF 32X ET** {DLF,IEF}
- **STAR MKS ONICA 18S ET** {DLF,IEF}

**CE 3.4 (.21); BW 1.7 (.38); WW 51 (.33); YW 85 (.34); MM 15 (.23); M&G 40; MCE 3.0 (.19); MCW 94 (.27); SC 0.6 (.19); FAT -0.016 (.25); REA 0.82 (.25); MARB 0.02 (.23); BMIS 19; CEZS 18; BII$ 15; CHBS 27**

- One of our top picks out of the Star Lake Ranch dispersal sale. Since her arrival at Elm Tree, 155Z has held true to producing topnotch calves for us every year. Her dependability to conceive AI has led us to breed her successfully to Hometown 10Y, 88X and now Boyd Legacy. Her Hometown 10Y heifer calf sold in the 2014 North American Bluegrass Stakes sale to Lowderman Cattle Co. in Illinois. She is a cool fronted, long sided cow that remains impeccable in her lines and brings forth the rib shape and power to produce high quality females. She was a great investment for us and will continue to be for the next owner. A true, all-around, dependable breeding piece that has left her mark on the Elm Tree herd.
- **Bred AI April 12, 2015, to Boyd Legacy 3001. Called safe in calf four months on July 28, 2015.**
- **Consigned by Elm Tree Farms, Paris, Ky.**
Selling the Right to Flush
Lot 3

TF MAUI ANN 237 819 ET

Cow
P42929301 — Calved: April 1, 2008 — Tattoo: LE 819/RE TF
DIM 9.1 DOMINO 146 (CHB,DLF,IEF)
C MAUI JM ET (CHB,DLF)
P42865787
P42861035 — TF NICKY 132

TH 807T 719T LORETTA 56X — Lot 4 donor

• CE: -1.5 (.16); BW 2.6 (.32); WW 42 (.25); YW 68 (.25); MM 29 (.23); M&G 50; MCE 1.4 (.15); MCW 57 (.22); SC 1.0 (.14); FAT 0.027 (.16); REA 0.78 (.17); MARB -0.04 (.15); BMIS 16; CEVS 13; BII 16; CHBS 17
• Selling the right to flush
• What an exciting opportunity to purchase a flush on this past 2010 NAILE Reserve Champion Cow-Calf Pair. In the pasture, Maui is a standout and the proof is in her progeny. Don’t let this opportunity escape.
• Terms: buyer is guaranteed six (6) frozen embryos to the bull of your choice. All embryos up to ten (10) belong to the buyer. Anything over ten (10) will be split with the consignors. Less than six (6), price is prorated back to the buyer. Buyer will pay all costs associated with the flush and semen.
• Please note that if a bull which is owned by the consignors is chosen, that semen will be provided at no cost to the buyer. Those bulls are: LCC FBF Time Traveler 480, Beckley 758P Ontime 934S and PHH Rock Ridge Courageous 385.
• Flush to be managed by the consignors.
• Consigned by Rock Ridge Herefords, Versailles, Ky., and Beckley Herefords, Irvine, Ky.

Four (4) Frozen Embryos

CRR ABOUT TIME 743 (CHB,DLF,IEF)
THM DURANGO 4027 (CHB,DLF,IEF)
CRR 003 CASSEL 206 (CHB,DLF,IEF)
MJB BLAZER 1000 (CHB)
MS RST 858 VICTOR 9099

RST TIMES A WASTIN 0124 — Sire of Lot 4

Embryo

• Sire: CE 3.8 (.47); BW 0.7 (.86); WW 57 (.78); YW 93 (.75); MM 30 (.30); M&G 58; MCE 1.9 (.36); MCW 90 (.46); SC 1.2 (.60); FAT -0.074 (.49); REA 0.69 (.49); MARB 0.09 (.46); BMIS 23; CEVS 18; BII 19; CHBS 34
• Dam: CE 3.9 (.20); BW 3.5 (.43); WW 57 (.33); YW 86 (.33); MM 19 (.27); M&G 48; MCE -0.2 (.18); MCW 87 (.27); SC 1.1 (.19); FAT 0.010 (.22); REA 0.33 (.23); MARB -0.01 (.21); BMIS 21; CEVS 18; BII 18; CHBS 25
• Due to a couple successful flushes, we are fortunate enough to be able to offer this package of embryos. This cow will play a key role in our herd in the coming years. Loreta is a powerful cow that has a lot of look to her and as an added bonus, her udder and teat size are second to none. Guarantee one (1) pregnancy if implanted by a certified embryologist.
• Consigned by Rock Ridge Herefords, Versailles, Ky.
Lot 5A — Grassy Run Elizabeth 5050

GRASSY RUN ELIZABETH 5050
P42999088 — Calved: Jan. 20, 2009 — Tattoo: LE 914
Churchill Bang 500 (DOD) (CHB)
JWR SOP 16G 57G TUNDRA 63N (DOD) (CHB)(DLF,HYF,IEF)
P42594624
Saddle Vly Ladiesport 120
JWR SOP 16G 57G TUNDRA 63N (DOD) (CHB)(DLF,HYF,IEF)
P42594624
Saddle Vly Ladiesport 120

- CE -2.1 (.20); BW 4.8 (.44); WW 56 (.34); YW 92 (.33); MM 24 (.28); M&G 52; MCE -1.8 (.19); MCW 89 (.27); SC 1.1 (.18); FAT 0.011 (.17); REA 0.00 (.20); MARB 0.22 (.16); BMIS 18; CEZS 11; BII 16; CHBS 27

- Elizabeth is a very consistent producing cow. Just look at the calf. OCV.
- Pasture exposed April 15 to July 15, 2015, to Boyd Worldwide 9050. Safe in calf.

Lot 6A — Grassy Run Hailey 0033

GRASSY RUN HAILEY 0033 (DOD)
Churchill Bang 500 (DOD) (CHB)
JWR SOP 16G 57G TUNDRA 63N (DOD) (CHB)(DLF,HYF,IEF)
P42594624
Saddle Vly Ladiesport 120

- CE -1.0 (.12); BW 4.9 (.42); WW 49 (.33); YW 75 (.31); MM 28 (.22); M&G 52; MCE 1.5 (.12); MCW 85 (.23); SC 0.6 (.09); FAT -0.040 (.13); REA 0.58 (.15); MARB -0.08 (.11); BMIS 14; CEZS 13; BII 11; CHBS 23

- 0033 is a cow we will really miss. She always has a good one. She is also a Dam of Distinction in the prime of her life. OCV.
- Pasture exposed April 15 to July 15, 2015, to Boyd Worldwide 9050. Safe in calf.

Lot 5 — Grassy Run Hailey 5050

GRASSY RUN HAILEY 5050
Churchill Bang 500 (DOD) (CHB)
JWR SOP 16G 57G TUNDRA 63N (DOD) (CHB)(DLF,HYF,IEF)
P43026011
H Kathy 668 ET (DOD)

- CE -3.4 (.15); BW 3.7 (.34); WW 49 (.24); YW 85 (.24); MM 20 (.13); M&G 44; MCE -1.7 (.13); MCW 98 (.18); SC 1.0 (.12); FAT -0.010 (.13); REA 0.12 (.14); MARB 0.18 (.12); BMIS 17; CEZS 11; BII 17; CHBS 25

- Wyarno hit a lick here. This is a powerfully constructed female that needs to be on the end of a halter.
- Sells open. OCV.
**HR Miss Ozzie 455 — Donor dam of Lot 7**

**Lot 8 — Grassy Run Fasination 02X ET**

**Cow**

**7**

**GRASSY RUN SNOOKY 102X ET**

**P43211065** — Calved: Sept. 3, 2010 — Tattoo: LE 102X

TH 805H 65P TANK 65U (CHB) ET

NY 707B PRIMROSE 605H

HR MISS OZZIE 455 (SOD,CHB,DLF,HYF,IEF)

4207130

HR MISS PATEND 728 (SOD,CHB,DLF)

**Cow**

**7A**

**GRASSY RUN SNOOKY 5126**

**P43567224** — Calved: March 3, 2015 — Tattoo: LE 5126

TH 805H 65P TANK 65U (CHB) ET

GRASSY RUN SNOOKY 102X ET

NY 707B PRIMROSE 605H

HR MISS OZZIE 455 (SOD,CHB,DLF,HYF,IEF)

4207130

HR MISS PATEND 728 (SOD,CHB,DLF)

**Cow**

**8**

**GRASSY RUN FASINATION 02X ET**

**P43140352** — Calved: March 15, 2010 — Tattoo: LE 02X

TH 805H 65P TANK 65U (CHB) ET

NJR E 120J EMBASSY 81S ET (SOD,CHB,DLF,HYF,IEF)

P42894824

SADDLE VLY LADYSPORT 120

FELTONS 517 (SOD,CHB)

P41033916

BOYD FASINATION 8138

**Cow**

**8A**

**GRASSY RUN FASINATION 5083**


TH 805H 65P TANK 65U (CHB) ET

GRASSY RUN FASINATION 02X ET

NJR E 120J EMBASSY 81S ET (SOD,CHB,DLF,HYF,IEF)

P43140282

BOYD FASINATION 8138

**Cow**

**HR Miss Ozzie 455 — Donor dam of Lot 7**

- CE: 0.8 (.08); BW: 3.2 (.29); WW: 44 (.23); YW: 76 (.23); MM: 28 (.19); M&G: 50
- MCE: -3.4 (.13); BW: 4.4 (.36); WW: 47 (.22); YW: 83 (.22); MM: 22 (.11); M&G: 45

**Lot 8 — Grassy Run Fasination 02X ET**

- CE: 2.9 (.14); BW: 1.2 (.31); WW: 42 (.26); YW: 64 (.25); MM: 18 (.24); M&G: 39
- MCE: 5.5 (.15); WW: 78 (.21); SC: 0.8 (.12); FAT: 0.006 (.16); REA: 0.26 (.17)
- An Embassy daughter out of the full sister to Heavy Hitter. This is a female loaded with eye appeal and style. She is fully pigmented and cherry red. OCV.
- Pasture exposed April 15 to July 15, 2015, to Boyd Worldwide 9050. Safe in calf.

**HR Miss Ozzie 455 — Donor dam of Lot 7**

- CE: 3.2 (.07); BW: 0.5 (.35); WW: 45 (.19); YW: 71 (.19); MM: 18 (.11); M&G: 41
- MCE: 5.1 (.06); WW: 82 (.13); SC: 0.9 (.08); FAT: 0.038 (.09); REA: 0.32 (.10)
- A heifer that carries on the Fasination tradition of quality. OCV.
- Sells open.
9 GRASSY RUN KELLY 6Z
REMITALL EMBRACER 8E (SOD) (CHB) (HYF) (DLF, IEF)
NJW 8E 120J EMBASSY 81S ET (SOD) (CHB) (HYF, IEF)
P42964824
SADDLE VLY LADYSPORT 120
TH 163M YETTA 6209
THM VICTOR LEGEND 242 (SOD) (CHB) (DLF, IEF)
THM 5048 VICTRA 8037 (SOD)
H R EMBRACER 8006 (CHB)
STAR 8006 ENVETO 163M ET (SOD) (CHB) (HYF, IEF)
STAR ROCKIN ENICA 36F (SOD) (CHB) (DLF, IEF)
GK LADYSPORT 131A

• CE -2.1 (.13); BW 5.7 (.38); WW 58 (.30); YW 88 (.31); MM 22 (.17); M&G 50; MCE 0.6 (.12); MCW 89 (.23); SC 0.6 (.10); FAT -0.012 (.14); REA 0.49 (.15); MARB -0.03 (.12); BMIS 14; CEZS 11; BIIS 13; CHBS 25
• Kelly is a combination of some of the most powerful cows in the breed. The bottom side of the pedigree is Tommy Mead’s Kelly cow family and on the topside is the powerful LADYSPORT tribe from the Ward program. OCV.
• Pasture exposed April 15 to July 15, 2015, to Boyd Worldwide 9050. Safe in calf.
• Consigned by Grassy Run Farms LLC, Winfield, W.Va.

9A GRASSY RUN ELIZABETH 5050
P43567237 — Calved: March 17, 2015 — Tattoo: LE 5050
REMITALL EMBRACER 8E (SOD) (CHB) (HYF) (DLF, IEF)
NJW 8E 120J EMBASSY 81S ET (SOD) (CHB) (HYF, IEF)
GRASSY RUN KELLY 6Z
SADDLE VLY LADYSPORT 120
TH 163M YETTA 6209
THM VICTOR LEGEND 242 (SOD) (CHB) (DLF, IEF)
THM 8045 VICTRA 0012

• CE 3.4 (.06); BW 0.3 (.34); WW 41 (.17); YW 66 (.18); MM 21 (.06); M&G 42; MCE 2.2 (.05); MCW 69 (.13); SC 0.4 (.06); FAT 0.021 (.09); REA 0.29 (.09); MARB 0.16 (.08); BMIS 15; CEZS 17; BIIS 13; CHBS 21
• Expect this female to be productive and durable. OCV.
• Sells open.
• Consigned by Grassy Run Farms LLC, Winfield, W.Va.

10 GRASSY RUN ROSY LANE 3007ET
43413039 — Calved: Jan. 1, 2013 — Tattoo: LE 3007ET
BOYD WORLDWIDE 9050 (SOD) (CHB) (HYF, IEF)
P42962024
KCF BENNETT 300B M326 (SOD) (CHB) (DLF, IEF)
H VM MISS HUDSON 83K BM
FELTONS DOMINO 6020 (SOD) (CHB) (DLF, IEF)
TH 814H 3L RITA 7N (SOD) (DLF, IEF)
TH 71U 17Y MOUNTAINEER 420A ET (SOD) (CHB) (DLF, IEF)

• CE 7.3 (.20); BW -1.0 (.30); WW 40 (.26); YW 52 (.26); MM 23 (.18); M&G 43; MCE 4.3 (.17); MCW 39 (.23); SC 1.1 (.19); FAT -0.023 (.21); REA 0.15 (.21); MARB 0.31 (.20); BMIS 27; CEZS 24; BIIS 25; CHBS 26
• Moderate framed, easy fleshing 2-year-old out of the great Rosy Lane donor. OCV.
• Pasture exposed April 15 to July 15, 2015, to Boyd Worldwide 9050. Safe in calf.
• Consigned by Grassy Run Farms LLC, Winfield, W.Va.

10A GRASSY RUN HAILEY 5065
BOYD WORLDWIDE 9050 (SOD) (CHB) (HYF, IEF)
SHF RIBEYE M326 R117 (SOD) (CHB) (DLF, IEF)
MSU TCF RACHAEL 17Y ET (SOD) (CHB) (HYF, IEF)
FELTONS DOMINO 6020 (SOD) (CHB) (DLF, IEF)

• CE 8.9 (.10); BW -4.3 (.34); WW 28 (.16); YW 43 (.18); MM 22 (.06); M&G 36; MCE 4.7 (.08); MCW 38 (.13); SC 0.6 (.08); FAT 0.017 (.10); REA 0.11 (.10); MARB 0.33 (.10); BMIS 22; CEZS 25; BIIS 20; CHBS 19
• One of the first Mountaineer daughters to sell. We are extremely pleased with these Mountaineer calves so far. He will be working here for years to come. OCV.
• Sells open.
• Consigned by Grassy Run Farms LLC, Winfield, W.Va.
GRASSY RUN CATALINA 3080

P43387449 — Calved: March 3, 2013 — Tattoo: LE 3080

TH JWR SOP 165 S7T TUNDRA 63N (CHB,DLF,CHF,IEF)

H WCC/WB 668 WYARNO 9500 ET (CHB,DLF,CHF,IEF)
P43025011 — H KATHY 668 ET (CHB,DLF,CHF)

MSU BR HALLMARK 25H (CHB)

MSU TCF CATALINA 26P

REMITALL CATALINA ET 76M (CHB,DLF,CHF,IEF)

REMITALL CATALINA 24H

• CE -2.5 (.15); BW 2.8 (.41); WW 49 (.13); YW 84 (.35); MM 18 (.11); M&G 42; MCE 1.3 (.13); MCW 104 (.25); SC 0.8 (.13); FAT -0.025 (.16); REA 0.47 (.18); MARB 0.08 (.14); BMI 18; CEZ 12; BII 16; CHBS 25

• A true beef cow from the same cow family that produced Online. OCV.

• Sells open

• Consigned by Grassy Run Farms LLC, Winfield, W.Va.

GRASSY RUN CATALINA 5092

P43567207 — Calved: Feb. 15, 2015 — Tattoo: LE 5092

TH 71U 17Y MOUNTAINEER 420A (CHB,DLF,CHF,IEF)

TH 62N 3L KELSEY 22R (CHB,DLF,CHF,IEF)
P43371432 — TH 7N 45P RITA 71U (CHB,DLF,CHF,IEF)

TH 814H 3L RITA 7N (DOD,DLF,CHF,IEF)

H WCC/WB 668 WYARNO 9500 ET (CHB,DLF,CHF,IEF)

TH JWR SOP 16G 57G TUNDRA 63N (CHB,DLF,CHF,IEF)

GRASSY RUN CATALINA 3080

• CE 4.7 (.09); BW -2.7 (.36); WW 32 (.18); YW 58 (.20); MM 19 (.06); M&G 35; MCE 3.3 (.07); MCW 70 (.14); SC 0.5 (.07); FAT 0.019 (.09); REA 0.24 (.10); MARB 0.23 (.09); BMI 18; CEZ 20; BII 16; CHBS 19

• A low birth weight breeding tool. She should make an excellent cow. OCV.

• Sells open

• Consigned by Grassy Run Farms LLC, Winfield, W.Va.

GRASSY RUN QUEEN TEN 202X ET


REMITALL EMBRACER RE (DOD,DLF,CHF,IEF)

REMITALL EMBRACER RE (DOD,DLF,CHF,IEF)

H 8E EMBRACER 8006 (CHB)

BOYD CMF RF VICTORIA 4096

P42478211 — CMR VICTORIA P596 1269

BOYD QUEEN TEN 9225

• CE -5.7 (.19); BW 3.8 (.35); WW 49 (.29); YW 79 (.29); MM 24 (.28); M&G 48; MCE 3.5 (.18); MCW 101 (.25); SC 0.8 (.17); FAT -0.001 (.19); REA 0.36 (.20); MARB 0.14 (.18); BMI 16; CEZ 10; BII 15; CHBS 23

• This is a hard working young cow that always brings a heavy calf to the scales. Her mother was a prolific donor here for years. OCV.

• Pasture exposed April 15 to July 15, 2015, to Boyd Worldwide 9050. Safe in calf.

• Consigned by Grassy Run Farms LLC, Winfield, W.Va.

GRASSY RUN QUEEN TEN 5141

43101808 — Calved: March 16, 2015 — Tattoo: LE 5141

DRF JWR PRINCE VICTOR 711 (CHB,DLF,CHF,IEF)

H RHF TWIN VICTOR 109W 9329 (DOD,DLF,CHF,IEF)

RHF 964 VICTRA 4057

NJW 1Y WRANGLER 19D (CHB,DLF,CHF,IEF)

KBCR 19D DOMINETTE 223 (CHB,DLF,CHF,IEF)

KBCR 631 DOMINETTE 066

REMITALL CATALINA ET 76M (CHB,DLF,CHF,IEF)

GRASSY RUN QUEEN TEN 202X ET

• CE -0.8 (.11); BW 2.8 (.34); WW 49 (.19); YW 79 (.20); MM 25 (.11); M&G 50; MCE 2.1 (.10); MCW 102 (.15); SC 0.7 (.08); FAT -0.007 (.09); REA 0.34 (.10); MARB 0.17 (.08); BMI 17; CEZ 14; BII 14; CHBS 23

• 5141 is a big butted, huge middle youngster by the 406Y bull that is a full brother to Topp’s 7575E. OCV.

• Sells open

• Consigned by Grassy Run Farms LLC, Winfield, W.Va.
Consigned by Grassy Run Farms LLC, Winfield, W.Va.

**13**
**Grassy Run Queen Ten 3059**

P43387414 — Calved: Feb. 18, 2013 — Tattoo: LE 3059

HPR Thm Victor 106W 9329 (sire)
RPR 964 Victra 4567
NJR 11Y Wrangler 190 (daughter)
KBR Dominitte 112

**Boyd Worldwide 9050 ET (Calved: March 29, 2013)**

**GRASSY RUN QUEEN TEN 3059**

**Cow**

**Tattoo: LE 3059**

- **CE** -4.0 (.12); **BW** 4.8 (.38); **YW** 42 (.20); **WW** 85 (.10); **BM&G** 16; **M&R** 0.05 (.07); **MCE** 0.7 (.10); **MCW** 81 (.18); **SC** 0.6 (.06); **FAT** -0.024 (.09); **REA** 0.47 (.12); **MARB** 0.05 (.10); **BMI** 14; **CEZ** 11; **BII** 14; **CHBS** 18
- **Belle is a mid-sized cow with an outstanding pedigree for many of us. A young cow with ample style and great lines. OCV.**

**Consigned by Grassy Run Farms LLC, Winfield, W.Va.**

**13A**
**Grassy Run Queen Ten 5028**

P43565176 — Calved: Jan. 26, 2015 — Tattoo: LE 5028

Grassy Run Super OX ET (Calved: March 29, 2013)

**Cow**

**Tattoo: LE 5028**

- **CE** 2.8 (.10); **BW** 2.0 (.39); **YW** 48 (.22); **WW** 81 (.21); **BM&G** 16; **M&R** 0.05 (.09); **MCE** 2.6 (.08); **MCW** 88 (.17); **SC** 0.8 (.08); **FAT** -0.029 (.09); **REA** 0.42 (.10); **MARB** 0.02 (.09); **BMI** 18; **CEZ** 16; **BII** 15; **CHBS** 25
- **One of the reasons we use the 04X bull is his phenomenal daughters. This one is no exception. OCV.**
- **Sells open**
- **Consigned by Grassy Run Farms LLC, Winfield, W.Va.**

**14**
**Grassy Run Martha 3116**

P43421374 — Calved: March 26, 2013 — Tattoo: LE 3116

Grassy Run Super OX ET (Calved: February 15, 2013)

**Cow**

**Tattoo: LE 3116**

- **CE** 2.0 (.10); **BW** 1.4 (.35); **YW** 77 (.24); **WW** 52 (.10); **BM&G** 18; **M&R** 0.02 (.09); **MCE** 1.0 (.09); **MCW** 78 (.18); **SC** 1.0 (.09); **FAT** -0.006 (.11); **REA** 0.30 (.12); **MARB** 0.02 (.09); **BMI** 18; **CEZ** 18; **BII** 18; **CHBS** 23
- **AMPHLE style and great lines. OCV.**

**Consigned by Grassy Run Farms LLC, Winfield, W.Va.**

**14A**
**Grassy Run Martha 5101**

P43567213 — Calved: Feb. 18, 2015 — Tattoo: LE 5101

Grassy Run Super OX ET (Calved: March 29, 2013)

**Cow**

**Tattoo: LE 5101**

- **CE** 1.8 (.10); **BW** 2.0 (.39); **YW** 48 (.22); **WW** 81 (.21); **BM&G** 18; **M&R** 0.02 (.09); **MCE** 2.6 (.08); **MCW** 88 (.17); **SC** 0.8 (.08); **FAT** -0.029 (.09); **REA** 0.42 (.10); **MARB** 0.02 (.09); **BMI** 18; **CEZ** 16; **BII** 15; **CHBS** 25
- **Double bred 04X, she will be a tremendous cow when she calves. OCV.**
- **Sells open**
- **Consigned by Grassy Run Farms LLC, Winfield, W.Va.**

**15**
**Grassy Run Belle 3055**


Feltos Ozzie 402 (sire)
Feltos Dominitte 774 (daughter)
Harvie Rockin 611 (sire)
NS 402 Martha 123
NS 402 Martha ET 526

**Cow**

**Tattoo: LE 3055**

- **CE** -4.0 (.12); **BW** 4.8 (.38); **YW** 42 (.20); **WW** 71 (.30); **BM&G** 23; **M&R** 0.11; **MCE** 0.7 (.10); **MCW** 85 (.20); **SC** 0.7 (.06); **FAT** -0.024 (.09); **REA** 0.47 (.12); **MARB** -0.05 (.07); **BMI** 14; **CEZ** 11; **BII** 14; **CHBS** 18
- **Belle is a mid-sized cow with an outcross pedigree for many of us. A young cow with ample style and great lines. OCV.**

**Consigned by Grassy Run Farms LLC, Winfield, W.Va.**

**15A**
**Grassy Run Kelley Belfie 5131**

P43567228 — Calved: May 3, 2015 — Tattoo: LE 5131

Grassy Run Super OX ET (Calved: March 29, 2013)

**Cow**

**Tattoo: LE 5131**

- **CE** 2.0 (.09); **BW** 2.8 (.35); **YW** 44 (.19); **WW** 76 (.20); **BM&G** 18; **M&R** 0.11; **MCE** 2.1 (.08); **MCW** 87 (.14); **SC** 0.6 (.06); **FAT** -0.036 (.07); **REA** 0.48 (.08); **MARB** -0.01 (.06); **BMI** 15; **CEZ** 14; **BII** 13; **CHBS** 22
- **Good Super Sport daughter with an exceptional maternal pedigree. OCV.**
- **Sells open**
- **Consigned by Grassy Run Farms LLC, Winfield, W.Va.**
16 **GRASSY RUN LIZZY 3037**


- **TATTOO:** LE 3037
- **SIRE:** AH JOH CRACKER JACK 26U ET
- **DAM:** JDH TS 26U PERFECT BLEND 30Y
- **ASSET:** ASM 533P MISS LIZ 9817 ET
- **REMITALL ONLINE 122L**
- **DRF SUN WINONA 19D 17I**
- **REMSTALL HIGHWAY ET 157H**

- **CE:** -2.4 (.10)
- **BW:** 5.6 (.35)
- **WW:** 53 (.27)
- **YW:** 85 (.29)
- **MM:** 24 (.10)
- **M&G:** 50
- **MCE:** 3.0 (.09)
- **MCW:** 102 (.20)
- **SC:** 0.6 (.08)
- **FAT:** 0.005 (.08)
- **REA:** 0.31 (.11)
- **MARB:** 0.12 (.08)
- **BMS:** 15
- **CEZ:** 12
- **BII:** 25

- Pasture exposed April 15 to July 15, 2015, to Boyd Worldwide 9050. Safe in calf.

16A **GRASSY RUN LIZZY 5109**


- **TATTOO:** LE 5109
- **SIRE:** AH JOH CRACKER JACK 26U ET
- **DAM:** JDH TS 26U PERFECT BLEND 30Y
- **ASSET:** ASM 533P MISS LIZ 9817 ET
- **DRF SUN WINONA 19D 17I**
- **REMSTALL ONLINE 122L**
- **DRF SUN WINONA 19D 17I**

- **CE:** 1.9 (.07)
- **BW:** 2.2 (.35)
- **WW:** 47 (.19)
- **YW:** 77 (.19)
- **MM:** 24 (.07)
- **M&G:** 48
- **MCE:** 3.4 (.06)
- **MCW:** 91 (.14)
- **SC:** 0.6 (.06)
- **FAT:** 0.020 (.07)
- **REA:** 0.40 (.08)
- **MARB:** 0.08 (.07)
- **BMS:** 16
- **CEZ:** 16
- **BII:** 24

- Well made, balanced Super Sport daughter. OCV.
- Sells open

17 **WOLF HELTON STAR U33 C16**

P43624218 — Calved: March 22, 2015 — Tattoo: BE C16

- **TATTOO:** BE C16
- **SIRE:** CRR HELTON 980
- **DAM:** FELTONS LEGEND 242 ET
- **DECCOMING:** FELTONS DOMINO 774 (DLF,HYF,IEF)
- **VPI:** FELTONS 516
- **WPV:** VPI LIMITED EDITION 92J (DLF,HYF,IEF)
- **CHF VICKI 262D 05N**

- **CE:** -1.3 (P)
- **BW:** 4.4 (P)
- **WW:** 54 (P)
- **YW:** 88 (P)
- **MM:** 18 (P)
- **M&G:** 46
- **MCE:** 0.1 (P)
- **MCW:** 88 (P)
- **SC:** 0.8 (P)
- **FAT:** 0.025 (P)
- **REA:** 0.11 (P)
- **MARB:** 16 (P)
- **BMS:** 12
- **CEZ:** 14
- **BII:** 25

- This is a very attractive Helton daughter with a stacked pedigree. She is out of one of our most productive cows. She is conservatively marked with a lot of muscle expression. She is destined to be a great cow.
- Consigned by Wolf Farm, Alexandria, Ky.

18 **BECKLEY 783T ISABELLE 996W**

P43045427 — Calved: Nov. 1, 2009 — Tattoo: BE 996W

- **TATTOO:** BE 996W
- **SIRE:** BECKLEY 15TH ISABELLA 7817 ET
- **DAM:** REMSTALL HIGHWAY ET 157H
- **DECCOMING:** REMSTALL KEYNOTE 20X ET
- **VPI:** TOWER-CREEK AMBER 66
- **WPV:** VPI LIMITED EDITION 92J (DLF,HYF,IEF)
- **CHF VICKI 262D 05N**

- **CE:** -1.5 (P)
- **BW:** 4.7 (.24)
- **WW:** 52 (.16)
- **YW:** 86 (.15)
- **MM:** 22 (.12)
- **M&G:** 47
- **MCE:** 0.0 (.07)
- **MCW:** 88 (.13)
- **SC:** 0.4 (.08)
- **FAT:** -0.013 (.08)
- **REA:** 0.59 (.09)
- **MARB:** 0.04 (.08)
- **BMS:** 13
- **CEZ:** 11
- **BII:** 10
- **BII:** 25

- Pasture exposed Dec. 18, 2014 to Feb. 22, 2015, to Boyd Program 3046 (P43367171), then pasture exposed Feb. 23 to April 4, 2015, to Boyd Complete 4R 2117. Safe in calf.
- Consigned by Hopper Herefords, Maysville, Ky.
Lot 19 — BHF 44U Miss Natalie

**BHF 44U MISS NATALIE**

- Consigned by Bar-H Farm, Sewickley, Pa.
- An outstanding cow who raises an upper tier calf every year. She and her daughter, CE -2.0 (.17); BW 6.0 (.39); WW 55 (.30); YW 95 (.28); MARB 0.04 (.11); BMI 18; CEZ 13; BII 15; CHBS 28

Lot 20 — SHF Rib Eye M326 R117 — Sire of Lot 20

**SHF CHEER R117 B83**

- Consigned by Bar-H Farm, Sewickley, Pa.
- Bred AI May 22, 2015, to R 2nd Revolution 2767. Vet checked safe in calf.
- A beautiful, dark red, long bodied daughter of Durango 44U. Her grandam is a Dam of Distinction that I purchased from JWR in Georgia. Natalie has an impressive EPD graph. She is quite appealing to one’s eye. Act. BW 78 lb.

Lot 21 — BHF 936 Miss Brooke

**BHF 936 MISS BROOKE**

- Consigned by Bar-H Farm, Sewickley, Pa.
- Bred AI May 22, 2015, to R 2nd Revolution 2767. Vet checked safe in calf.
- A beautiful, dark red, long bodied daughter of Durango 44U. Her grandam is a Dam of Distinction that I purchased from JWR in Georgia. Natalie has an impressive EPD graph. She is quite appealing to one’s eye. Act. BW 78 lb.

Lot 22 — BHF 388T Miss Marion

**BHF 388T MISS MARION**

- Consigned by Bar-H Farm, Sewickley, Pa.
- Bred AI May 22, 2015, to R 2nd Revolution 2767. Vet checked safe in calf.
- A beautiful, dark red, long bodied daughter of Durango 44U. Her grandam is a Dam of Distinction that I purchased from JWR in Georgia. Natalie has an impressive EPD graph. She is quite appealing to one’s eye. Act. BW 78 lb.

Lot 22A — BHF Y02 Miss Shelby

**BHF Y02 MISS SHELBY**

- Consigned by Bar-H Farm, Sewickley, Pa.
**Cow 23**

Consigned by Peytons Well Polled Herefords, Stanford, Ky.

- **CE**: 1.5 (.17); **BW**: 3.8 (.37); **WW**: 61 (.16); **YW**: 99 (.25); MM 23 (.17); M&G 54; CE 2.4 (.16); MCE 0.9 (.45); BMIS 16; CEZS 15; BHS 11; CHBS 31

- **Pasture exposed to PWF Phantom of the Well P344, a Phantom son out of an 8114 daughter. This will be one of the first opportunities to own a calf out of this exciting young bull. Should calve in January.


- **Consigned by Bar-H Farm, Sewickley, Pa.**

---

**Cow 23A**

Consigned by Bar-H Farm, Sewickley, Pa.

- **CE**: 0.7 (.06); **BW**: 3.8 (.17); **WW**: 60 (.12); **YW**: 98 (.12); MM 22 (.08); M&G 52; MCE 2.3 (.06); MCV 108 (.10); SC 0.8 (.07); FAT -0.022 (.07); REA 0.69 (.08); MARB 0.07 (.07); BMIS 19; CEZS 15; BHS 14; CHBS 31

- ** Daughter of our herd sire, BHF 100W Oakes, son of NJW 735 M326 Trust 100W ET. This calf is growing well and has a great set of EPDs. Act. BW 72 lb.

---

**Cow 24**

Consigned by Bar-H Farm, Sewickley, Pa.

- **CE**: -1.9 (.09); **BW**: 6.8 (.29); **WW**: 57 (.17); **YW**: 93 (.18); MM 22 (.09); M&G 51; MCE 0.9 (.09); MCV 93 (.14); SC 1.1 (.07); FAT -0.003 (.07); REA 0.51 (.08); MARB 0.17 (.07); BMIS 20; CEZS 13; BHS 18; CHBS 30

- **C&L Loewen Stimulus M326 9W — Sire of Lots 24 and 25**

---

**Cow 25**

Consigned by Peyton's Well Pooled Herefords, Stanford, Ky.

- **CE**: -2.2 (.06); **BW**: 5.9 (.30); **WW**: 48 (.22); **YW**: 79 (.20); MM 20 (.09); M&G 44; MCE -0.2 (.06); MCV 91 (.14); SC 0.8 (.06); FAT -0.003 (.06); REA 0.36 (.08); MARB 0.16 (.06); BMIS 17; CEZS 12; BHS 16; CHBS 24

- **This Stimulus daughter is long bodied and pigmented with a super front end.**

- **Sells with a Sept. 6, 2015, dark, stout bull calf sired by PWF Last Chance P124 ET.**

- **Cow will sell open.**

- **PWF will furnish semen on any bull we own if you want to breed P235 back AI.**

**Cow 26**

Consigned by Peyton's Well Pooled Herefords, Stanford, Ky.

- **CE**: 0.7 (.04); **BW**: 1.6 (.32); **WW**: 33 (.16); **YW**: 51 (.15); MM 24 (.06); M&G 41; MCE -2.3 (.04); MCV 56 (.12); SC 0.3 (.05); FAT 0.016 (.04); REA 0.31 (.05); MARB 0.08 (.04); BMIS 11; CEZS 13; BHS 11; CHBS 15

- **This large volume, easy keeping cow will put money in your pocket. Her sire was one of the best “cow” bulls we ever raised and she shows a lot of the same traits as her Spot mama.**

- **Sells pasture exposed to PWF Phantom of the Well P344, a Phantom son out of an 8114 daughter. This will be one of the first opportunities to own a calf out of this exciting young bull. Should calve in January.**

---

**Thanks for coming! Your attendance and support are greatly appreciated.**

---

**PW Victoria 964 8114 — Great grandam of Lot 26**
27

BOTKINS GRACEY 9106-2024

Cow

P43419728 — Calved: Nov. 1, 2012 — Tattoo: BE 2024

* Consigned by Matheny Herefords, Mays Lick, Ky.

* CE 5.0 (.03); BW 2.9 (.31); WW 42 (.24); YW 62 (.21); MM 24 (.10); M&G 45; MCE -1.3 (.03); MCW 70 (.14); SC 0.4 (.94); FAT 0.003 (.09); REA 0.021 (.11); MARB 0.01 (.09); BMI 16; CEZ 11; BII 13; CHB 17

* Al served Feb. 17, 2015, to KCF Bennett Strategy Z503 ET (P43587250), then pasture exposed March 8 to April 22, 2015, to CHF TTF Copper 3554 ET (P43493284).

* Consigned by Ryan and Bailey Smith, Badged, Ky.

28

BOTKINS VICTORIA 8027-2008

Cow


* Consigned by Matheny Herefords, Mays Lick, Ky.

* CE 4.5 (.16); BW 2.0 (.14); WW 36 (.28); YW 54 (.22); MM 23 (.12); M&G 48; MCE -2.3 (.02); MCW 75 (.18); SC 0.9 (.88); FAT 0.002 (.09); REA 0.016 (.11); MARB 0.003 (.09); BMI 16; CEZ 11; BII 13; CHB 17

* CE -0.9 (.03); BW 4.0 (.30); WW 50 (.22); YW 75 (.20); MM 23 (.12); M&G 48; MCE -2.3 (.02); MCW 87 (.18); SC 6.9 (.88); FAT 0.020 (.10); REA 0.019 (.11); MARB 0.001 (.09); BMI 16; CEZ 11; BII 13; CHB 17

* Bred AI June 16, 2015, to MSU Xerox 20X. Pasture exposed March 10 to April 18, 2015, and Aug. 4 to Oct. 5, 2015, to our new herd bull, CHF TTF Copper 3554 ET. Breeding status will be available sale day.

* Consigned by Smith Family Farm, Bagdad, Ky.

29

WOLF CLASSY T2 Y27

Cow

P43222106 — Calved: May 22, 2011 — Tattoo: BE Y27

* Pastured March 10 to April 18, 2015 and Aug. 4 to Oct. 5, 2015, to our new herd bull, CHF TTF Copper 3554 ET (P43587250), then pasture exposed March 8 to April 22, 2015, to CHF TTF Copper 3554 ET (P43493284).

* Consigned by Smith Family Farm, Bagdad, Ky.

30

NJW 2Y 10W FOREVER 7A (DLF,HYF,IEF)

Cow


* Sells bred AI March 24, 2015, to KCF Bennett Encore Z311. Safe to AI service.

* Beautifully uddered Maxium daughter out of the famed 139J donor cow that has been a cornerstone of the Ward program in Wyoming. You can’t write a better pedigree on a female. She is backed by some of the most influential cows in our breed today.

* CE 5.5 (.14); BW 1.5 (.37); WW 61 (.30); YW 90 (.28); MM 20 (.12); M&G 51; MCE 2.2 (.11); MCW 99 (.23); SC 0.8 (.13); FAT 0.028 (.16); REA 0.056 (.17); MARB 0.18 (.13); BMS 23; CEZ 19; BII 18; CHB 35

* This big bodied, massive female descends from the Daydream cow family of Ned and Jan Ward’s. She has a beautiful udder and is a super producer.

* Sells bred AI March 27, 2015, to MSU TCF Revolution 48R. Safe to AI service.

* Consigned by Matheny Herefords, Mays Lick, Ky.

31

NJW 73X 5X1 ANGIE 125Z (DLF,HYF,IEF)

Cow


* Bred AI June 16, 2015, to MSU Xerox 20X. Pasture exposed March 10 to April 18, 2015, and Aug. 4 to Oct. 5, 2015, to our new herd bull, CHF TTF Copper 3554 ET (P43587250), then pasture exposed March 8 to April 22, 2015, to CHF TTF Copper 3554 ET (P43493284).

* Consigned by Smith Family Farm, Bagdad, Ky.

32

NJW 139J 28M SERENADE 179Y ET (DLF,HYF,IEF)

Cow


* CE 4.5 (.16); BW 2.0 (.38); WW 66 (.31); YW 107 (.33); MM 24 (.14); M&G 57; MCE 4.9 (.13); MCW 94 (.23); SC 1.2 (.13); FAT 0.014 (.11); REA 0.067 (.12); MARB 0.034 (.23); BMI 26; CEZ 20; BII 19; CHB 37

* A descendant of the Angie cow family at Ward’s in Wyoming. The X51 daughters are some of the best cows in the breed. This young cow did an excellent job raising her first two calves.

* Consigned by Matheny Herefords, Mays Lick, Ky.

Kentucky Autumn Harvest Sale
Cow

**DJB 2X MAY 18A**

- Bred AI April 23, 2015, to Feltons 606, then pasture exposed June 24 to Sept. 1, 2015, to DJB R117 Legacy 13Y.
- Sells open.
- Bred AI May 30, 2015, to Perks 144U Right Track 2040, then pasture exposed June 24 to Sept. 1, 2015, to DJB R117 Legacy 13Y.
- Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio.

**Cow**

**DJB 13Y MAY 23C**

- We purchased 9136 as a weaned calf from Grandview CMR based on the progeny we had seen from the L244 and Kim cow families. 9136 has more than lived up to our expectations. She is ideal in size, an easy keeper and always has been one of the healthiest calves at weaning time. Dale Stith selected one of her daughters as the first animal in the ring to sell in last year's Kentucky Sale. Retaining her 2015 bull calf.
- CE -2.6 (.09); BW 5.7 (.40); WW 61 (.32); YW 100 (.29); MM 18 (.23); M&G 48; MCE 0.0 (.08); MCW 99 (.21); SC 0.6 (.08); FAT 0.004 (.10); REA 0.021 (.13); M.B. 0.05 (.09); BMI$ 14; CEZ$ 10; BII$ 11; CHB$ 28
- Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio.

**Cow**

**DJB 13Y VICKIE 16Z**

- Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio.

**Cow**

**DJB R117 LEGACY 13Y**

- Daughters of Nasdaq continue to be valuable commodities in many herds throughout the country due to their performance and phenotype. 18Z is typical of his offspring; thick tissued, deep bodied and good uddered with an abundance of milk. Note the carcass numbers for ribeye and marbling on 18Z. She puts it all together in a package that is phenotypically pleasing to admire. Retaining her 2015 bull calf.
- CE -0.2 (.16); BW 4.5 (.39); WW 51 (.31); YW 73 (.34); MM 20 (.21); M.G. 45; M.C. -2.1 (.16); M.C. 85 (.30); S.C. 1.1 (.35); F.A. 0.022 (.24); M.B. 22 (.22); B.M. 22; C.E. 14; B.I. 22; C.H. 26
- Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio.

**Cow**

**DJB P316 VICKIE 18Z**

- Many generations of top performing individuals are wrapped up in the pedigree of this 2-year-old with the combination of the Beth and May cow families. The daughters of her sire, 2X, are making excellent cows. We have three full sisters to her dam that always produce at the top end of the herd. You'll like the length and depth of body, natural thickness, tight udder, small teats and excellent milk flow, a trademark of 18A and these cow families.
- CE 2.0 (.04); BW 4.3 (.34); WW 58 (.23); YW 104 (.25); MM 21 (.08); M.G. 40; M.C. 18 (.08); S.C. 1.1 (.09); F.A. 0.019 (.15); M.B. 19; C.E. 15; B.I. 16; C.H. 29
- Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio.

**Cow**

**DJB 35A**

- 38C is a little younger heifer but one that is growing well and developing into a good individual. With the individuals in her pedigree, she has the potential to make an excellent cow.
- CE 4.1 (P); BW 1.5 (P); WW 46 (P); YW 68 (P); MM 26 (P); M.G. 46; M.C. 18 (P); S.C. 1.1 (P); F.A. 0.010 (P); M.B. 24 (P); B.M. 26; C.E. 20; B.I. 25; C.H. 28
- Sells open.
- Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio.

**Cow**

**DJB 36A**

- Daughters of Nasdaq continue to be valuable commodities in many herds throughout the country due to their performance and phenotype. 18Z is typical of his offspring; thick tissued, deep bodied and good uddered with an abundance of milk. Note the carcass numbers for ribeye and marbling on 18Z. She puts it all together in a package that is phenotypically pleasing to admire. Retaining her 2015 bull calf.
- CE -0.2 (.16); BW 4.5 (.39); WW 51 (.31); YW 73 (.34); MM 20 (.21); M.G. 45; M.C. -2.1 (.16); M.C. 85 (.30); S.C. 1.1 (.35); F.A. 0.022 (.24); M.B. 22 (.22); B.M. 22; C.E. 14; B.I. 22; C.H. 26
- Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio.

**Cow**

**DJB P345 VICKIE 30A**

- We used the Rib Eye bull to add muscle and carcass qualities while moderating birth weight. His offspring have met our expectations and he has the Indexes for 16Z.
- CE 3.1 (.P); BW 2.5 (.P); WW 50 (.P); YW 86 (.P); MM 23 (.P); M.G. 48; M.C. 1.3 (.P); M.C. 87 (.P); S.C. 1.2 (.P); F.A. 0.20 (.P); M.B. 32 (.P); B.M. 23; C.E. 18; B.I. 21; C.H. 29
- Sells open.
- Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio.

**Cow**

**DJB 35A**

- Daughters of Nasdaq continue to be valuable commodities in many herds throughout the country due to their performance and phenotype. 18Z is typical of his offspring; thick tissued, deep bodied and good uddered with an abundance of milk. Note the carcass numbers for ribeye and marbling on 18Z. She puts it all together in a package that is phenotypically pleasing to admire. Retaining her 2015 bull calf.
- CE 2.0 (.04); BW 4.3 (.34); WW 58 (.23); YW 104 (.25); MM 21 (.08); M.G. 40; M.C. 18 (.08); S.C. 1.1 (.09); F.A. 0.019 (.15); M.B. 19; C.E. 15; B.I. 16; C.H. 29
- Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio.

**Cow**

**DJB 35A**

- Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio.

**Cow**

**DJB 36A**

- Daughters of Nasdaq continue to be valuable commodities in many herds throughout the country due to their performance and phenotype. 18Z is typical of his offspring; thick tissued, deep bodied and good uddered with an abundance of milk. Note the carcass numbers for ribeye and marbling on 18Z. She puts it all together in a package that is phenotypically pleasing to admire. Retaining her 2015 bull calf.
- CE 2.0 (.04); BW 4.3 (.34); WW 58 (.23); YW 104 (.25); MM 21 (.08); M.G. 40; M.C. 18 (.08); S.C. 1.1 (.09); F.A. 0.019 (.15); M.B. 19; C.E. 15; B.I. 16; C.H. 29
- Sells open.
- Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio.

**Cow**

**DJB 36A**

- Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio.
37 GRANDVIEW CMR MR 156T X199

**Cow**

- Consigned by Fennewald Acres LLC, Greenwich, Ohio
- Bred AI May 25, 2015, to THM Solution 6056, then pasture exposed to CSP Game Day. Safe in calf.

- CE -1.1 (.07); BW 4.7 (.31); WW 53 (.27); YW 86 (.20); MM 13 (.10); M&G 40; MCE -1.4 (.07);  MCW 88 (.14); SC 0.8 (.07); FAT 0.014 (.08); REA 0.44 (.10); MARB 0.06 (.07);  BMI$ 17; CEZ$ 12; BII$ 16; CHB$ 24

**Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio**

- Calved: Feb. 10, 2010 — Tattoo: BE X199

---

38 JLCs U40 RACHEL 8699 Z27

**Cow**

- Consigned by Fennewald Acres LLC, Greenwich, Ohio
- Very stout and attractive herd bull prospect out of NJW 73S W18 Hometown 10Y ET. Act. birth wt. 72 lb.

- Sire: CE 2.5 (.50); BW 2.3 (.89); WW 61 (.83); YW 106 (.79); MM 32 (.23); M&G 62; MCE 1.6 (.37);  MCW 110 (.46); SC 1.4 (.60); FAT 0.048 (.54); REA 0.45 (.54); MARB 0.62 (.52);  BMI$ 26; CEZ$ 17; BII$ 21; CHB$ 37

**Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio**

- Calved: March 10, 2012 — Tattoo: BE Z27

---

38A FENN 10Y FORTITUDE C4

**Bull**

- Consigned by Fennewald Acres LLC, Greenwich, Ohio
- Daughters of Mr Maternal were some of the top selling individuals in the Grandview CMR dispersal and continue to set records for others around the country. If you like freckled faces and udders, this one is for you, X199 has a well-balanced EPD profile and her numbers for udder and ear size are in the upper end for the breed. She has always been a good producer for us with a 98.7 birth weight ratio, a 104 weaning ratio and a 105 yearling ratio. We’re retaining her 2015 bull calf.


**Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio**

- Calved: March 13, 2015 — Tattoo: BE C4

---

39 CF C18 KITTY KENO C118

**Cow**

- Consigned by Fennewald Acres LLC, Greenwich, Ohio
- This is a very attractive young heifer. She is out of a topnotch Red Oak Point cow. She has freckles and the deep red look we love. She will fit in very well for anyone looking for a late spring calver.

- Dam: CE 1.2 (.09); BW 1.9 (.37); WW 33 (.27); YW 58 (.26); MM 18 (.14); M&G 34; MCE 3.2 (.07);  MCW 69 (.18); SC 0.7 (.06); FAT -0.006 (.08); REA 0.34 (.11); MARB 0.00 (.08);  BMI$ 17; CEZ$ 17; BII$ 17; CHB$ 17

**Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio**

- Calved: Aug. 18, 2013 — Tattoo: BE C118

---

40 CSP REVOLUTION FREEDOM

**Cow**

- Consigned by Fennewald Acres LLC, Greenwich, Ohio
- Bred AI June 5, 2015, to Boyd Masterpiece 0220, then pasture exposed to Glenview 0220 Russ B14. Ultrasound indicates likely safe to AI.

- Dam: CE -4.4 (.30); BW 4.5 (.59); WW 50 (.44); YW 80 (.42); MM 18 (.29); M&G 43; MCE 1.7 (.26);  MCW 111 (.33); SC 0.5 (.10); FAT -0.006 (.14); REA 0.43 (.15); MARB 0.00 (.13);  BMI$ 14; CEZ$ 15; BII$ 11; CHB$ 20

**Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio**

- Calved: June 21, 2014 — Tattoo: BE C4

---

41 PWF LE KASEY 8472

**Cow**

- Consigned by Fennewald Acres LLC, Greenwich, Ohio
- If you are looking for a great young cow to put in your herd, take a look at this one. She was one of the top selling heifers in the 2012 Mohican sale. Rachael is raising her second calf and once again is doing an outstanding job. The only reason we can share her is we still have her mom and retained her heifer from last year.

- Sire: CE 1.5 (.16); BW 1.8 (.29); WW 51 (.24); YW 78 (.23); MM 18 (.20); M&G 44; MCE 2.5 (.14);  MCW 73 (.19); SC 0.5 (.10); FAT 0.060 (.14); REA 0.43 (.15); MARB 0.00 (.13);  BMI$ 14; CEZ$ 15; BII$ 11; CHB$ 20

**Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio**

- Calved: March 10, 2012 — Tattoo: BE Z27

---

42 NJW 73S W18 HOMETOWN 10Y ET — Sire of Lot 38A

**Cow**

- Consigned by Fennewald Acres LLC, Greenwich, Ohio
- Very stout and attractive herd bull prospect out of NJW 73S W18 Hometown 10Y ET. Act. birth wt. 72 lb.

**Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio**

- Calved: March 10, 2012 — Tattoo: BE C4

---

43 P42975598 KH 9018 RACHAEL 67J R4

**Cow**

- Consigned by Fennewald Acres LLC, Greenwich, Ohio
- This is a very attractive young heifer. She is out of a topnotch Red Oak Point cow. She has freckles and the deep red look we love. She will fit in very well for anyone looking for a late spring calver.

- Dam: CE -1.1 (.07); BW 4.7 (.31); WW 53 (.22); YW 86 (.20); MM 13 (.10); M&G 40; MCE -1.4 (.07);  MCW 88 (.14); SC 0.8 (.07); FAT 0.014 (.08); REA 0.44 (.10); MARB 0.06 (.07);  BMI$ 17; CEZ$ 12; BII$ 16; CHB$ 24

**Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio**

- Calved: Aug. 18, 2013 — Tattoo: BE C118

---

44 CF OLYMPIC KENO C18

**Cow**

- Consigned by Fennewald Acres LLC, Greenwich, Ohio
- This is a very attractive young heifer. She is out of a topnotch Red Oak Point cow. She has freckles and the deep red look we love. She will fit in very well for anyone looking for a late spring calver.

- Dam: CE -1.1 (.07); BW 4.7 (.31); WW 53 (.22); YW 86 (.20); MM 13 (.10); M&G 40; MCE -1.4 (.07);  MCW 88 (.14); SC 0.8 (.07); FAT 0.014 (.08); REA 0.44 (.10); MARB 0.06 (.07);  BMI$ 17; CEZ$ 12; BII$ 16; CHB$ 24

**Consigned by Banks Polled Herefords, Hamilton, Ohio**

- Calved: Aug. 18, 2013 — Tattoo: BE C118
**Boyd Legacy 3001 — Sire of Lots 41 and 42**

**Lot 41**

**BW LACEY 3001 22C**

- **P43624332** — Calved: March 18, 2015 — Tattoo: BE 2215
  - AH JON CRACKER JACK 26U ET
  - NJW 1Y WRANGLER 19D
  - CRH 003 VIOLET 248
  - REMITALL ONLINE 122L
  - MSU APOLLONIA 37X ET

- **Cow**
  - THM WELLINGTON 6109 ET
  - THL EMERACER 0006 ET
  - THM VICTRA DOM 172 5056
  - STAR 0092 ENRIETO 163Z ET
  - THM 29F DOMINETTE 3029

- **CE** 2.8 (P); **BW** 1.4 (P); **WW** 51 (P); **YW** 77 (P); **MM** 23 (P); **M&G** 48; **MCE** 4.1 (P); **MCW** 39 (P); **SC** 0.6 (P); **FAT** 0.009 (P); **REA** 0.51 (P); **MARB** 0.07 (P); **BMI$** 17; **CEZ$** 17; **BII$** 13; **CHB$** 25

- **Our first opportunity to offer offspring of the $55,000, Boyd Legacy 3001. As a syndicate shareholder we are thrilled with his first set of calves.**

- **This one has a powerful Mead bred mother who is a top milker.**

- **Consigned by Bobby Wells, Corbin, Ky.**

**Lot 42**

**BW LACEY 3001 24C**

- **P43624333** — Calved: March 22, 2015 — Tattoo: BE 2415
  - AH JON CRACKER JACK 26U ET
  - NJW 1Y WRANGLER 19D
  - CRH 003 VIOLET 248
  - REMITALL ONLINE 122L
  - MSU APOLLONIA 37X ET

- **Cow**
  - HBE EMBRACER 0006 ET
  - THM VICTRA DOM 172 5056
  - STAR 0092 ENRIETO 163Z ET
  - THM 29F DOMINETTE 3029

- **CE** 3.7 (P); **BW** 1.4 (P); **WW** 59 (P); **YW** 86 (P); **MM** 24 (P); **M&G** 54; **MCE** 1.6 (P); **MCW** 42 (P); **SC** 1.3 (P); **FAT** 0.031 (P); **REA** 0.45 (P); **MARB** 0.27 (P); **BMI$** 23; **CEZ$** 19; **BII$** 18; **CHB$** 31

- **This heifer combines two of the breed’s popular and proven cow lines with the MSU Apollonia 10M line which has produced national champions and the Terry Powlesland “Peanut” donor family that works so well at Mohican West. Little doubt this lady will be a top producer.**

- **Consigned by Bobby Wells, Corbin, Ky.**

**Lot 43**

**BW TRACY 3012C**

- **P43598910** — Calved: Feb. 9, 2015 — Tattoo: BE 1215
  - BOYD POWERHOUSE 2028 ET
  - TH 71U 719T MR HEREFORD 11X
  - TH 122 71I VICTOR 719T
  - BOYD POWERHOUSE 2028 ET

- **Cow**
  - TOP VINTAGE 402U ET
  - MOHICAN TRACY 412X ET

- **CE** 0.1 (P); **BW** 3.9 (P); **WW** 61 (P); **YW** 88 (P); **MM** 29 (P); **M&G** 56; **MCE** 1.7 (P); **MCW** 92 (P); **SC** 0.8 (P); **FAT** 0.026 (P); **REA** 0.45 (P); **MARB** 0.27 (P); **BMI$** 23; **CEZ$** 19; **BII$** 18; **CHB$** 31

- **This gal is a no miss cow prospect. Her sire, Powerhouse, is surging as one of the most popular young sires for Mohican, Boyd Beef Cattle and Steve Whitt. Her dam is also a member of the “Peanut” donor cow family and a descendant of the proven donor dam for Glenview Farms and NJB...Belle 30N.**

- **12C is a sure bet in the pasture.**

- **Consigned by Bobby Wells, Corbin, Ky.**

**Lot 44**

**PCC BBP ALEX A1**

- **P43379214** — Calved: Jan. 17, 2013 — Tattoo: BE A1
  - TH 71U 719T MR HEREFORD 11X
  - TH 122 71I VICTOR 719T
  - TH 71U 719T MR HEREFORD 11X

- **Cow**
  - CMR TF 242 GARRETT 430
  - GRANDVIEW CMR 351 LIF430113ET
  - WSF ONLINE VICTORIA 351 ET

- **CE** 8.4 (15); **BW** 0.5 (30); **WW** 61 (21); **YW** 86 (21); **MM** 24 (0.8); **M&G** 54; **MCE** 1.6 (12); **MCW** 91 (17); **SC** 1.3 (11); **FAT** 0.026 (13); **REA** 0.22 (14); **MARB** 0.25 (13); **BMI$** 26; **CEZ$** 23; **BII$** 21; **CHB$** 32

- **AI serviced Sept. 1, 2015, to CRR 109 Old School 301, then pasture exposed Sept. 14 to Oct. 1, 2015, to PCC BRP Future Player 0424 01.**

- **Consigned by Perkins Cattle Co., Turner Station, Ky.**
45  
PCC BBP VICTORIA P606 Z8  
REMITALL BOOMER 46B [DOD][CHB][DLF, HYF, IEF]  
P WICTOR VICTOR P09S [DOD][CHB][DLF, HYF]  
P24020373  
PW VICTORIA W64 B114 [DOD][CHB][DLF, HYF]  
REMITALL KEYNOTE 20X [DOD][CHB]  
REMTALL SALSA LASS L20X  
RHF VICTOR 266 W44 [DOD][CHB]  
HVF VICTORIA 1121 05  
STAR AMERICA DINIHPU SS MKS 68M [DOD][CHB]  
RED HILLS 68M MONICA 541  
P24716819  
RED HILLS MONICA M33 [DOD][CHB]  
JTJ MH VICTORIA 295  
• CE -5.7 (.20); BW 6.3 (.35); WW 74 (.27); YW 71 (.27); M&R 53;  
MCE -1.6 (.20); MCW 74 (.24); SC 0.9 (.18); FAT 0.020 (.18); REA 0.56 (.19);  
MARB 0.04 (.18); BMI$ 13; CEZ$ 8; BII$ 14; CHB$ 19  
• Pasture exposed Jan. 15 to Feb. 4, 2015, to PCC BMP 504X Victor A6.  
• Consigned by Perkins Cattle Co., Turner Station, Ky.  

46  
RB LADY GARRETT 7530 0051  
P43219981 — Calved: Feb. 20, 2010 — Tattoo: BE 0051  
CMR TF 242 GARRETT 430 [CHB][DLF,HYF,IEF]  
P42563522  
TF COW MADE 920 226  
AB DOMINO 83 4072 ET  
AB LADY IN RED 250  
• CE 3.2 (.13); BW 1.7 (.33); WW 44 (.26); YW 64 (.25); MM 18 (.15); M&B 41;  
MCE 0.2 (.12); MCW 64 (.21); SC 0.8 (.10); FAT 0.050 (.13); REA 0.04 (.14);  
MARB 0.19 (.11); BMI$ 19; CEZ$ 17; BII$ 17; CHBS 20  
• Pasture exposed June 5 to Sept. 12, 2015, to ASM 156T Y-Axis 206Z.  
• Consigned by Underwood Farm, Campbellsville, Ky.  

46A  
UNDERWOOD LADY AXIS U529  
P43621644 — Calved: May 26, 2015 — Tattoo: BE U529  
CMR GF MR MATERNAL 156T [CHB][DLF,HYF,IEF]  
P33416289  
PW VICTOR BOOMER P606 [DOD][CHB][DLF,HYF,IEF]  
ASM 156T Y-AXIS 206Z [DOD][CHB]  
P43341629  
ASM 122L MISS 705ET [DOD][CHB][DLF,HYF,IEF]  
KSU MISS 6052F 308 ET [DOD][CHB][DLF,HYF,IEF]  
CMR TF 242 GARRETT 430 [CHB][DLF,HYF,IEF]  
FELTONS LEGEND 242 [DOD][CHB]  
RB LADY GARRETT 7530 0051  
P4219981  
AB 4072 LADY JEAN 7530 AB DOMINO 83 4072 ET  
• CE 1.1 (P); BW 2.5 (P); WW 52 (P); YW 74 (P); MM 21 (P); M&B 47;  
MCE 1.5 (P); MCW 79 (P); SC 1.0 (P); FAT 0.038 (P); REA 0.26 (P);  
MARB 0.21 (P); BMI$ 20; CEZ$ 16; BII$ 18; CHB$ 25  
• Pasture exposed June 5 to Sept. 12, 2015, to ASM 156T Y-Axis 206Z.  
• Consigned by Underwood Farm, Campbellsville, Ky.  

47  
MCF 1005 DUTCHESS 22A  
CHURCHILL DUTCH -S 738T [CHB][DLF,HYF,IEF]  
P34313712  
CHURCHILL LADY 404 [DOD]  
BLJ WPHF WV TORI 271  
MCF AB DOMINO 223R  
AB 4517 MCF 1005  
AB 11761 DOMINO 83 4072 ET  
• CE 0.6 (.10); BW 2.4 (.36); WW 54 (.21); YW 86 (.21); MM 22 (.08); M&B 49;  
MCE 2.7 (.09); MCW 96 (.16); SC 0.6 (.07); FAT 0.006 (.07); REA 0.42 (.08);  
MARB 0.10 (.05); BMI$ 16; CEZ$ 15; BII$ 12; CHBS 26  
• Pasture exposed June 5 to Sept. 12, 2015, to ASM 156T Y-Axis 206Z.  
• Consigned by Underwood Farm, Campbellsville, Ky.  

48  
UNDERWOOD BLOSSOM U301  
P43269110 — Calved: Sept. 8, 2011 — Tattoo: BE U301  
CS BOOMER 29F [DOD][CHB][DLF,HYF,IEF]  
P42786538  
GHR VICTORIA 109W 9329 [DOD][CHB]  
HVF THM VICTOR 109W 9329 [DOD][CHB]  
DRF P70 TORI S133 86I  
UNIVERSAL GLORIA 16 [CHB][DLF,HYF,IEF]  
CS BOOMER 29F [DOD][CHB][DLF,HYF,IEF]  
• CE 1.0 (.05); BW 2.7 (.36); WW 40 (.28); YW 69 (.28); MM 21 (.15); M&B 41;  
MCE 1.7 (.05); MCW 74 (.18); SC 0.6 (.06); FAT -0.005 (.06); REA 0.36 (.09);  
MARB -0.04 (.05); BMI$ 14; CEZ$ 13; BII$ 13; CHBS 25  
• Pasture exposed June 5 to Sept. 12, 2015, to ASM 156T Y-Axis 206Z.  
• Consigned by Underwood Farm, Campbellsville, Ky.  

49  
JWR MISS VICKIE 164 195  
P43143929 — Calved: Nov. 15, 2010 — Tattoo: LE 195/RE JWR  
JWR BOOMER 29F 263  
P42799255  
JWR ROSEY J51 VICTORIA 108  
JWR MS VICKIE 202-164  
P42786576  
JWR 201 VICTORIA 140  
JWR VICTOR 9320 202  
• CE -0.1 (.05); BW 3.8 (.25); WW 41 (.16); YW 71 (.16); MM 23 (.11); M&B 44;  
MCE -0.7 (.05); MCW 66 (.14); SC 0.5 (.05); FAT 0.016 (.05); REA 0.08 (.07);  
MARB 0.07 (.04); BMI$ 12; CEZ$ 13; BII$ 11; CHBS 18  
• Pasture exposed June 5 to Sept. 12, 2015, to ASM 156T Y-Axis 206Z.  
• Consigned by Underwood Farm, Campbellsville, Ky.  

CS Boomer 29F — Famed grandsire of Lots 48 and 49
• This Durango 44U heifer is one of our favorites. She should be a productive addition to any herd.

• CE 4.3 (.15); BW 1.9 (.29); WW 51 (.21); YW 80 (.21); M&C 2.4 (.13); SC 0.9 (.14); FAT -0.013 (.13); REA 0.38 (.14); MARB -0.02 (.12); BMS 18; CEZ 15; BII 15; CHBS 24

• This Durango 4U heifer is one of our favorites. She should be a productive addition to any herd.

• Consigned by Sweet T Farm, Cynthia, Ky.
Boyd Worldwide 9050 ET — Sire of Lots 56 and 63A

56  BOYD MISS WORLD 1114
Cow
P43238484 — Calved: Sept. 1, 2011 — Tattoo: BE 1114
SHF RIB EYE M326 R117 (SOX) (CPI)(CHF) (HyF)
KCF BENNETT 3008 M326 (SOX) (CPI)(CHF) (HyF)
REMTALL ONLINE 122L (SOX) (CPI)(CHF)
BOYD 6128 QUEEN 9126 ET (CPI)(CHF) (HyF)
P42862024 MSU TCF RACHEL 225 ET
KCF TCF RACHEL ET 54N (SOX)(CPI)(CHF)
REMTALL EMBRACER 8E (SOX) (CPI)(CHF)
REMTALL CAROLINA 24H
DR WORLD CLASS 517 TOF (SOX) (CPI)(CHF)
FELTONS EMBRACER 242 (SOX) (CPI)(CHF) (HyF)
FELTONS LEGEND 242 (SOX) (CPI)(CHF) (HyF)
BOYD 6128 QUEEN 9126 ET (CPI)(CHF) (HyF)
P43035647 BOYD ETQ QUEEN 9126 ET (CPI)(CHF) (HyF)

• CE 4.5 (.19); BW 2.4 (.37); WW 57 (.31); YW 86 (.32); MM 27 (.19); M&G 56; MCE 6.2 (.16); MCW 69 (.25); SC 1.2 (.18); FAT -0.019 (.17); REA 0.30 (.19); MARB 0.16 (.17); BMS 24; CEZS 21; BII 19; CHBS 31
• Consigned by Boyd Beef Cattle, Mays Lick, Ky.

57  BOYD MARYLEE 0012
Cow
P43090368 — Calved: Jan. 4, 2010 — Tattoo: BE 0012
RNB NY FELT 3008 (SOX) (CPI)(CHF) (HyF)
KCF MISS 459 P284 (SOX) (CPI)(CHF) (HyF)
SUN WIND MISS 85K (SOX) (CPI)(CHF) (HyF)
FELTONS LEGEND 242 (SOX) (CPI)(CHF) (HyF)
P42891367 SSF LADY SIRESH 832

• CE 0.3 (P); BW 4.1 (P); WW 53 (P); YW 78 (P); MM 22 (P); M&G 48; MCE 0.2 (P); MCW 79 (P); SC 0.6 (P); FAT -0.008 (P); REA 0.46 (P); MARB -0.04 (P); BMS 15; CEZS 16; BII 12; CHBS 23
• Dehorned.
• Bred AI April 29, 2015 to Boyd Complete 4R 2117, the $11,000 top selling bull in the 2015 Breeders Cup sale.
• Consigned by Boyd Beef Cattle, Mays Lick, Ky.

58  DJB 165 MAY 34Y
Cow
DJB LUL RE BENCHMARK 26P (SOX)
DJB 26P BENTLEY 165 (SOX)
P42702227 DJB 076K VICTORIA 36N
DJB X4 MAY 27G (SOX)

• CE -0.8 (SOX); BW 5.2 (.22); WW 57 (.18); YW 92 (.18); MM 15 (.12); M&G 44; MCE -1.5 (.07); MCW 112 (.15); SC 0.9 (.11); FAT -0.014 (.12); REA 0.52 (.12); MARB 0.02 (.11); BMS 18; CEZS 13; BII 16; CHBS 27
• Will calve before the sale to Boyd Complete 4R 2117, the $11,000 top selling bull in the 2015 Breeders Cup sale.
• Consigned by Boyd Beef Cattle, Mays Lick, Ky.

59  MOHICAN LYNNETTE M47B
Cow
MOHICAN BKR NET WORTH 391
MOHICAN NETWORK 3144 (DLF)(HyF)
P43248476 S&S VICKIE 498C (DLF,HyF)

• CE 0.5 (.06); BW 4.3 (.33); WW 53 (.18); YW 84 (.18); MM 20 (.10); M&G 46; MCE 1.9 (.06); MCW 94 (.13); SC 0.6 (.07); FAT -0.008 (.08); REA 0.46 (.09); MARB -0.07 (.07); BMS 15; CEZS 14; BII 12; CHBS 23
• Breeding info available sale day.
• Consigned by Boyd Beef Cattle, Mays Lick, Ky.

60  DOSS 6431 ALIYA DHB 27
Cow
P43463109 — Calved: March 16, 2014 — Tattoo: LE DHB27
HYALITE ON TARGET 938 (SOX)(CHF)
R MR TARGET 938 (SOX)(CHF)
P42024399 R MISS WRANGLER 145 (SOX)

• CE 1.9 (.11); BW 3.9 (.35); WW 67 (.21); YW 106 (.22); MM 22 (.08); M&G 56; MCE 2.0 (.09); MCW 111 (.17); SC 1.2 (.09); FAT 0.016 (.10); REA 0.53 (.12); MARB 0.07 (.09); BMS 22; CEZS 16; BII 17; CHBS 32
• Dehorned.
• Breeding info available sale day.
• Consigned by Boyd Beef Cattle, Mays Lick, Ky.

60  WILLOWAY’S LICEN
Cow
REMTALL EMBRACER 8E (SOX) (CPI)(CHF)
NJW 8E 120J EMBASSY 815 ET (CPI)(CHF) (HyF)
P42994824 SADDLE VLY LADYSPORT 120

• CE 0.3 (P); BW 4.1 (P); WW 52 (P); YW 78 (P); MM 22 (P); M&G 48; MCE 0.2 (P); MCW 79 (P); SC 0.6 (P); FAT -0.011 (P); REA 0.53 (P); MARB -0.04 (P); BMS 15; CEZS 14; BII 12; CHBS 23
• Pasture exposed March 15 to June 1, 2015, to Angus bull. Safe in calf. Calving will determine sire of calf.
• Consigned by Willoway Farm, Versailles, Ky.
62 PF CELEBRITY TIME 14A

Cow

P43423738 — Calved: June 8, 2013 — Tattoo: BE 14A
TH 122 71I VICTOR 719T (SOD)(CHB)(DLF,HYF,IEF)
THM VICTOR 719T (SOD)(CHB)
KCB 19D DOMINETTE 122 (SOD)(DLF)
P43101191 TH 225 103R DUCHESS 49U (SOD)(CHB,DLF,HYF)
TH 751 44M LEGACY 103R (SOD)(DEL)
TH 23S W39 DUCHESS 23S

CRR ABOUT TIME 743 (SOD)(CHB)(DLF,HYF,IEF)
AKAC CELEBRITY 9038 (SOD)(CHB)(DLF,HYF,IEF)
P43231446 AK X12 CELEBRITY'S TREASURE S11

• CE 8.0 (.15); BW 0.0 (.30); WW 58 (.20); YW 83 (.21); M&R 0.38 (.13); M&R 0.17 (.13); BMI$ 12; CEZ$ 12; BII$ 9; CHB$ 23

63 GOBLE MISS VEE 229Z

Cow

THM SOLUTION 6056 {CHB} THM DURANGO 4037 {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF}
NJB 30N CORRECT ANSWER 078 ET {DLF,HYF,IEF} THM 8027 VICKY 1026
P43186613 C&L NJB BELLE 30N {DLF,HYF,IEF} C&L LARAMIE 2B 25L

• CE -0.7 (.14); BW 5.6 (.37); WW 53 (.23); YW 85 (.24); MM 18 (.17); M&R 45; MCE -0.5 (.13); MCW 111 (.19); SC 0.4 (.12); FAT -0.061 (.14); REA 0.71 (.15); MARB -0.25 (.13); BMI$ 12; CEZ$ 12; BII$ 9; CHB$ 23

64 NJB 078 9540 STYLE 404

Bull

P43554340 — Calved: Sept. 22, 2014 — Tattoo: BE 404
THM SOLUTION 6056 {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF}
NJB 30N CORRECT ANSWER 078 ET {SOD}{CHB,DLF,HYF,IEF}
P43186613 NJB WELLINGTON 0109 ET (SOD)

• CE 2.8 (.05); BW 1.8 (.19); WW 44 (.16); YW 74 (.15); MM 24 (.09); M&R 45; MCE 1.6 (.05); MCW 78 (.11); SC 0.6 (.04); FAT -0.021 (.09); REA 0.31 (.10); MARB 0.03 (.08); BMI$ 15; CEZ$ 16; BII$ 13; CHBS 22

LIVE INTERNET BIDDING AT www.cowbuyer.com

- View/bid online in Real Time
- Registration is required. Please register at least one (1) hour prior to sale time at www.cowbuyer.com
- High Speed Internet is required. Slower speed will not permit you to bid and keep pace in real time.
- Terms: Purchasing online constitutes a legal contract and promise for payment of purchases. All purchases must be paid within ten (10) days of sale date and prior to load out or delivery of cattle purchased.
- Cowbuyer.com is a service provider and is not responsible for the activity or inactivity of any technology. Internet connection at the sale site or connection and technology of the bidders.

For questions or information, contact:
Aaron Ray Tompkins — 336-363-4639, atompkin@vt.edu
**TMR MISS LINDA 079 S254**


- CE 4.0 (.04); BW -0.5 (.33); WW 25 (.25); YW 45 (.27); MM 20 (.09); M&G 42; MCE 1.7 (.04); MCW 77 (.25); SC 0.7 (.05); REA 0.12 (.10); MARB 0.03 (.06); BMI 14; CEZ 18; BII 14; CHBS 12

- A functional, neat made, super uddered 2-year-old doing a top job.
- Pasture exposed May 10 - June 20, 2015, to NJB 10Y 30N Guston 3119 ET. Safe in calf.
- **Consigned by NJB Limited, Mays Lick, Ky.**

**TMR MISS LINDA 079 S254**

P43387387 — Calved: Feb. 18, 2013 — Tattoo: BE 2113

- CE 0.8 (P); BW 4.4 (P+); WW 76 (P+); MM 20 (P+); M&G 44; MCE 0.7 (P); MCW 77 (P); SC 0.8 (P); FAT 0.020 (P); REA 0.26 (P); MARB 0.02 (P); BMI 16; CEZ 15; BII 15; CHBS 20

- A 2-year-old that has a neat udder and did a super job.
- Retaining her bull calf, calved May 20, 2015.
- Pasture exposed June 25 - Aug. 2, 2015, to NJB 100W T018 Integrity 302. Safe in calf.
- **Consigned by NJB Limited, Mays Lick, Ky.**

**NCF MISS VICTORIA RADAR 1419**

P43463917 — Calved: March 20, 2014 — Tattoo: LE 1419/RE NCF

- CE -1.5 (.06); BW 4.0 (.32); WW 46 (.22); YW 76 (.20); MM 16 (.10); M&G 38; MCE 1.0 (.05); MCW 95 (.14); SC 0.4 (.06); FAT -0.002 (.08); REA 0.29 (.09); MARB -0.02 (.07); BMI 13; CEZ 12; BII 13; CHBS 19

- 1419 is a big, stout, soggy middled female with an impressive pedigree. Her dam, R32U, is one of our foundation females at Notchey Creek and her sire, 71T, has provide nice uddered, easy keeping females.
- Bred Al June 1, 2015, to MSU TCF Revolution 4R, then pasture exposed June 22 to Sept. 18, 2015, to THM 100W Rock Solid 3007 ET. Safe in calf.
- **Consigned by Notchey Creek Farms, Madisonville, Tenn.**
Lots 69-76

- **Lot 69A** • Black cow, 2-3 years old, bred to Hereford bull
- **Lot 69B** • Black cow, 2-3 years old, bred to Hereford bull
- **Lot 71A** • Black cow, 2-3 years old, bred to Hereford bull
- **Lot 71B** • Black cow, 2-3 years old, bred to Hereford bull
- **Lot 73A** • Black cow, 2-3 years old, bred to Hereford bull
- **Lot 73B** • Black cow, 2-3 years old, bred to Hereford bull
- **Lot 70A** • Black cow, 2-3 years old, bred to Hereford bull
- **Lot 70B** • Black cow, 2-3 years old, bred to Hereford bull
- **Lot 72A** • Black cow, 2-3 years old, bred to Hereford bull
- **Lot 72B** • Black cow, 2-3 years old, bred to Hereford bull

Lots 77-78

- **Lots 77A, 77B, 77C** • Three (3) black baldie heifers, pasture exposed May 22 to Aug. 31, 2015, to an Angus bull.
- **Lots 78A, 78B, 78C** • Three (3) black baldie heifers, pasture exposed May 22 to Aug. 31, 2015, to an Angus bull.

Lot 79

- 2-year-old black baldie cow with a heifer calf.
- Enhance your crossbreeding with this Hereford/Angus pair. The 5050 line cow brings udder quality to her heifer calf, AI sired by the calving ease Connealy Confidence 011, calved Sept. 9, 2015.

Lot 80

- **Lots 80A, 80B, 80C** • Three (3) ¼ Angus x ¾ Hereford heifers. Calfhood vaccinated, BVD-PI negative, passed pelvic exam.
- Breeding info sale day

Lot 81

- **Lot 81A** • BWF #461, calved March 23, 2014, sired by C88X Gold Ribeye 1309, pelvic measurement 201.5 cm.
  - Bred AI March 23, 2015, to Connealy Comrade 1385.
  - Called five months bred on Sept. 1, 2015.
- **Lot 81B** • BWF #447, calved Feb. 23, 2014, sired by C R111 Mr Hereford 2128 ET, pelvic measurement 195 cm.
  - Bred AI March 22, 2015, to Connealy Comrade 1385.
  - Called five months bred on Sept. 1, 2015.
Kentucky Hereford Autumn Harvest Sale

December 5, 2015 • Noon

Earlene Thomas
2396 Union City Rd.
Richmond, KY 40475

Sale Location:
Chenault Agricultural Center
2130 Camargo Rd.
Mt. Sterling, KY 40353

From I-64 East (Lexington)
Preferred route due to traffic:
Take exit 101 to Mount Sterling on U.S. 60 East to Bypass 686. Turn right. Go 3-4 miles on Bypass 686. Turn right on 460 East toward Camargo. Go 2 miles on 460 East. Chenault Agricultural Center is on the right at the double red gates and the black board fence.

OR
Take exit 110 Mount Sterling. At the second stop light (by McDonald’s), turn right on Bypass 686. Go 3-4 miles on Bypass 686. Turn right on 460 East toward Camargo. Go 2 miles on 460 East. Chenault Agricultural Center is on the right at the double red gates and the black board fence.

From I-64 West (Ashland)
Preferred route due to traffic:
Take exit 113. Turn on U.S. 60 West to Bypass 686. Turn left to 460 East. Turn left toward Camargo. Go 2 miles on 460 East. Chenault Agricultural Center is on the right at the double red gates and the black board fence.

OR
Take exit 110 Mount Sterling. Turn left toward Mount Sterling. At the second stoplight (by McDonald’s), turn right on Bypass 686. Go 3-4 miles on Bypass 686. Turn right on 460 East toward Camargo. Go 2 miles on 460 East. Chenault Agricultural Center is on the right at the double red gates and the black board fence.